
In a crowded swimming pool a high school class is training. They all swim very badly but one of them is particularly strong and swims over his classmates. I have already showered and I am also ready to swim but the lifeguard tells me to be back after they are done.

I ask the help of an expert to make a print. She makes the negative and asks her old grandfather to fill it up with black ink. He can’t see properly and doesn’t know where to put it. I would it know myself but I am not allowed. The result is an unreproducable coloured copy.

A woman is giving a dinner in her small kitchen. She is supposed to be an alien but almost gets caught to be human when singing. Another woman understands her and starts singing aloud to cover her up.

At the end of a film a host dismisses his guests. One of them, a woman will go home to smoke his joint. Other two, a gay couple will be caught making out in their cabriole. At last a young guy will jump down the roof and go for a very brilliant destiny.

I am in a store buying a pair of pants. The shop assistant shows me a universal size that needs to be folded according to mine. I ask for something simpler and she shows me a very sober pair which I like.

We are in the stadium looking at a horse ride. The animals are all spread in disorder around the field. I am disappointed since I thought they were going to ride freely but they have a carriage attached.

My girlfriend is at a round table getting drunk with her colleagues. I join them and I get offered a special liquor made of bees roasted in honey. I drink some and the bees stick on my skin and I can’t get them off.

A boy kisses a girl on the way to her hotel. Once there he hides so that the servants can close it for the night and he can remain. The girl introduces him with her pretty room mate and before going to bed they discuss on a foreign city with another boy.

My girlfriend and I are being celebrated in the garden of an ancient villa. I am told to pull a white rope. I find it in the dark, pull it and a pair of white ducks flies down the roof top.

I am driving on a highway with a stranger. I ask him to keep on painting a small canvas where I have been scribbling. As I am showing him where to do it we risk an accident with the truck in front.

My friends and I are seating on the side of a road. A girl brought me some cake but she gives me a piece that fells in the dirty water. We then give it to a friend who is unaware of what has just happened.

Seated on a corner of the kitchen floor is a blonde girl that got prettier after tanning. A brunette and very white girl who is not as pretty kisses me. As she lies on top I grab her breast but it is very shabby and she is indeed asleep.

A student shows me the animation presenting her final project. There are images of her and a polar landscape that are dynamically interconnected with each other. I am very amazed but tell her that it is now a matter of doing it for real.

During a simulated pirate combat a girl fights a boy with mortal weapons. She is the first to attack by swinging to his boat. I kick a sailor’s pipe and beat to death the boy who is now a frog in the sink. The frog is still alive and they decide to fight some steps closer.

I follow my girlfriend in a shop selling very colourful clothes. At the exit there are some new belly bags from older times. They even have a phone and other devices incorporated.

The ice cream man gives us the receipt and my girlfriend and I can walk away through the park. A concert is being played somewhere and we both march to its rhythm. At a vending machine she wishes me to insert more coins.

My best friend is crazy about girls but suddenly want to leave the club where we are partying. He drives us in the elevator and finds by coincidence his girlfriend. They try to explain each other how this could have possibly happened and find it providential.

I am walking with a group of people on some remote sky hills. I shoot a metal arrow at a tree but almost hit the crowd. My girlfriend warns me that it could be dangerous. I then shoot in a different direction but the arrow flies back at them.

In class a lecture is just started when a classmate comes in pushing his son on a trolley. The teacher warns us that this is the last time one is late for class. I tell her that he was indeed there when the class started.

In a villa different groups meet to discuss different matters. My curator and I start presenting them our project but they seem taken with their own business. I quit talking although my curator wants me to add some other nonsense.

As I walk I loudly complain in front of some foreign girls about the pavement condition. I then meet a family friend who takes me in the city hall to introduce me to an important priest. Inside the immigrants have a jewellery market and a cow is made of the pavement stones.

I am driving my girlfriend up a small mountain but end up on a hill covered with snow. The sun shines in the blue sky and people are tanning. I also try to but the air is too cold. As we drive away the car starts dangerously sliding down the slope.

At home my father is wearing very fancy and tight pants that I suggested him not to wear. He tells me that a friend just told him how much he liked them. I then notice his big leg muscles and his friend coming in with some presents my father left at his place.

On a square among walking pigeons I approach a sick one with his wings all broken open. I can’t get away from his sight. He then seats getting his penis sticking out erected.

In a club I hear a nice melody and get in the back room. On a table among other electric instruments there is a special computer keyboard. The musician plays it really skilfully.

I am in the kitchen with a student that I just slapped as a joke. He is really angry and turns the back at me. I then try to carefully touch him but he gets even more irritated.

A man is in a small ferry with a young and very beautiful woman. They are both engaged with other persons but he anyway kisses her and she consents. They lay together on a bench and a passenger comments on her beauty. The man gets angry but then melts for she feels in love.

In class the students ask the new teacher to present her their work. She complains that she doesn’t have so much time but anyway lets a student to present. He shows a projection of a video in the water. It is too bright. He explains that it is because of the sun.

As we walk my director tells me that I would have to rewrite the invoice I sent including some extra costs. We reach the school where all the students are ready to leave. Before entering he paints his face completely black with a blue mark under each eye.

I am walking through the corridors crowded with students. I hit them with my elbows to make my way through and suddenly realize that some of them are so athletic and strong that they could easily knock me down if they reacted. Luckily they seem all indifferent.

I am in a large but very superficial lake positioning a postcard on top of two small dunes right above the water. An old man on the edge comments on the stupidity of my act. As I manage to get the postcard in balance I try to photograph it but it slides down and so my camera.

I take the elevator down to a shop thinking of a music compilation to buy. The shop assistants advice me a cheap movie instead. My girlfriend and I seat down to watch it. It is a bad version of a popular series.

On TV a sleeping cartoon character is run over and transforms in a big penguin. He claims his power over all beings and the glacier around him starts breaking in the abyss. He also falls but gets two ice pieces attached with water to reduce the impact.

I am seating with my girlfriend and other friends in the hallway of an auditorium. We hear a classical lyric being performed and I go look. It is a modern band playing. I turn and my girlfriend lifts a guitar so that I can also play.

A big curator has organized a speech for me and other two artists. We seat on the floor after it took place and he tries to give us suggestions I can’t understand. I also try to ask him when we could meet but he doesn’t answer.

My sister, her friend and I are walking on a wooden bridge over the ocean. We walk apart to prevent the planks from breaking. The ocean waves make the whole structure tremble. Suddenly no handle is available on either side and I feel like crawling.

On a rail way a famous artist is on duty to repair it. A small kid talks to me in his foreign language pointing the control panel of a machine. I try to reach it but there is a glass.

I decide to spend some extra days with my grandmother and reach her house at night. She takes me to the old barn to get the wood for the fire. I start picking the very thin one that is just used to start the fire and can’t burn for long.

After a party some famous curators join us on a boat. On its way back it stops on a large island entirely occupied by a soccer field all surrounded by many goalies. I run up to one where some kids are playing. The ball hits me hard in the face, I fell and the rest approach me.

I should take a girl for a boat ride but another guy takes her instead. I then get by myself on the public boat. It stops on an island where we wait for the next one but it doesn’t stop because it is full.

Out of the classroom door my name is on the list of those rejected from a course. I joke with the professor that he should move my name to the list of the enrolled students. He doesn’t pay me attention.

I am seating at a restaurant table with a professor and his wife. I complain about my director that didn’t take the opportunity to rescue our course from closing. The professor gets upset and promise to have a severe discussion with him.

At night time a group of prisoners is awake in their tent listening with the headphones to some radios. They are trying to intercept the guards so to escape. As they stick their heads out to check the situation the alarm goes on.

A friend and I are by a lake. The water is too dark and we don’t dare to get in. I find a clear spot and start swimming out. A fast boat suddenly gets towards us. I swim back with all my strength.

I carry my son around an ancient palace in the church with sculpted walls. I walk back over a rope afraid of getting caught. Right then an old woman approaches us. She gets a very thin chewing gum in her mouth and run away.

We go to sleep with my mother also there in our room. She is very angry with me and keeps on moving around blathering. As I follow asleep she starts tormenting me with a long straw.

Just when a green army is being suddenly attacked and defeated by a white one, a prisoner is getting an anal injection. He escapes with other prisoners on a mountain. They manage to reach the other side of the top without getting shot.

My son and I are in an old barrack sleeping. A knife flies suspended over us. We manage to get it outdoor and not getting stubbed. My son then ties it with a string and it looses its strength flying up like a balloon. We release it in the sky.

As I am walking home through the fields a gypsy mother and her daughter follow me. They are prostitutes and I feel threaten. I run away offending them aloud. One of them gets my son in their shoulder and I fear revenge but then invite their men for dinner.

My father-in-law asks a worker permission to start making cement in his machine. He then uses it to powder his face and shoes before beginning. My brother-in-law does the same and I am also about to do it but realize that I am ruining my new shoes.

I am seating with my cousin in an office. One of her foot is bare on the desk. It was recently operated and the bottom is cut and doesn’t stick to the rest. She tells me that it will take months before it heals.

My friends and I reach the centre of an old town. We then walk on a road to a party. I notice the ugliest of my friends dressing like a female with even a pair of bubs. The party is for transvestites.

I am with some others seating on a floor spread with small glass capsules. We think of ways to get them moving and start throwing some. The floor slightly rotates and the capsules get rolling by themselves.

At an airport terminal I meet with my boss and tell him of my visit to some art fairs abroad. He asks for my opinion. I ask him for a meeting. He schedules it when I am already booked. I don’t know what to do.

I am on the beach departing from my girlfriend to go in the shadow to read. A man in a nearby umbrella stops me and tells me of a small town down the coast that is still preserved from tourism. I see it with only an ice cream seller.

We are two couples in a cafe discussing how we should be disco dancers to earn some money. The other girl says that for me and my cute partner it wouldn’t be a problem but they are too ugly. I observe them. She looks like a famous actress and he looks just like a soccer player.

I come up to a vegetable garden and yell my appreciation to the workers. Their leader is upset since a large and white larva got out of the spot where they were growing. They will try to save it by planting it again.

I fill up with stars a travel list for my accountant. Meanwhile three spring toys are competing. The biggest one is winning but the smallest looses its energy and being a ball rolls, passes in front. Unexpectedly is the middle size toy that wins.

A student and I bike around town to a church but I can’t find the right shortcut to get there. We end up on another road in front of a shop selling a very cheap bike model. They all look good with the gear switch like a slot machine.

We are in the market of a crowded square. I leave my son unattended for a very short moment and he disappears. I go around asking if anyone has seen him but just his trolley get found by a merchant who gets rewarded.

I am driving a car listening to music. I find the way to switch songs and look for a cool one. My son gets down his safety seat and start playing on the floor. He seems comfortable and I let him do it.

I should reach the country house of a friend and walk across a busy road making bad signs to the cars that don’t stop. I get in a small road by some old villas. According to the map it should be the right way but the access is prohibited.

On the way down to a restaurant I meet a famous artist and share some words with him. I then seat at my relatives’ table. My mother stands up to congratulate about my many prizes but she can’t name them. I get too modest to do it myself although I wish the other artist to know.

I bike after my friend through the shallow water and up a mountain road. It gets suddenly too steep and narrow and I have to crawl. After a long excitation I make it to the other side of a gap and end in many pillows that I throw down. I then walk an easy path to rescue my bike.

My friend is walking up a mountain path all dressed up. I join him and we stop at the entrance of a cave where some cute foreign girls are waiting to get in. My friend gets behind one and undoes her hairs revealing a small pony tale. They look at him in surprise.

In class a famous researcher is grilling mushroom and framing them with glass. I ask him if he got them out of his institute. He tells me where he is really from. Since an animation showing cars pollution is playing I tell him how much he polluted by coming here by plane.

While discussing with my friends on the sexual activity of each others’ girlfriend the waiter comes with our pizzas and spills hot water on my foot. I run after him to seek revenge. As I catch him he tells me that it wasn’t on purpose and gives me some fresh herbs.

Militaries are stationing under big umbrellas on the beach. They are all from the south but a Northern veteran who gets an expensive watch for his carrier. Someone comments on his sexual carrier and the golden chain of the watch brakes. They replace with an iron one.

I visit an office and find that a friend has an exhibition there. She tells me to look for her works. On top of a TV by an airplane model I find some radios. I get one on her and one on me. It creates a pleasant noise reacting to our proximity.

I am on an airplane with a colleague who subscribed me for a low paid job as a steward. The hostess introduces me to the captain that gets upset of my clothes and tells her to give me some of his. As I get changed in his cabin I realize that the airplane is flying by itself.

I run down a park into a museum. Some colleagues ask for my pants’ brand. We then get our bags out of the lockers and share some equipment. On the way out a student is performing inside a sculpture slightly moving his huge head on the sides. They make fun of him.

The floor of a public tunnel is filled with wild strawberries that anyone can pick and eat. On the side there are shelves with cultivated fruits. The passer byes start taking them also and two men come out of the salad section to ask for compensation.

I walk in the art museum hoping to meet the curator although I still haven’t checked if he replied my e-mail. I am dressing a bit too casual and don’t feel comfortable. In the last room I meet my black student instead.

My brother and I embark without the right tickets. We get in jumping and running of joy as never before. I look at him with his many freckles and his hairs that are brown but could be blonde.

Guys and girls are seating on the steps out of a tower that is closed. I get to the door and find the key inside the lock. I hold on it and announce that I will take in a girl at the time. An ugly one follows me upstairs where a round ceiling is decorated with the zodiac signs.

I am with a student working on the computer in my room at my parents’ place. I ask her to program for me but she starts criticizing the way my work is structured. My mother gets suddenly in showing the expensive shirt she just got after a one day trip.

I am on the backseat of a car sending a message to my two grandfathers. It is to inform them on my current occupation. They both reply how hard it is living in their bad physical condition.

On top of a garage is a glass room of many corners where a modern band is playing. I see myself reflected. I am well dressed but don’t know how to act. I then resolve to sing folk songs. The band accompanies me.

The cash desks of a supermarket are all closing but I hold it with my grocery a little longer to finish colouring a drawing. The supermarket closes and I am let out without paying. I ask a girl for another supermarket where to go and pay. I then see a huge one over a valley.

I am stopped at the entrance of an exhibition and asked who I am. I get confused but they let me in. There I meet my curator that wants us to reach a friend on an island. I suggest using his boat but he decides to get the public one instead.

A rich man owns a hill inside a fort by the walls. He wishes to get a powerful connection to be able to use the church bells to communicate with his mate. He also wishes to turn the property into a vineyard.

My son and I visit a young mother. As we are talking I suddenly see her son running very fast a whole path behind her. I am really impressed. She explains that he has just learnt that.

I park the car by a furniture factory and call the colour factory where I am about to go. On the distance a woman is waving. She misleads me but the woman on the phone gives me the right directions.

I am in the presence of the king. He is seated on his throne in the public. I wish to be photographed with him but there is first a long line of emancipated men to be received.

My girlfriend and I agree on proposing our project for a commission. She then walks away with our son to reach her friend. I run in a different direction but meet them once more. Our son smiles at me.

A group of people are on a beach escaping from their country at war. They run in the water and swim away. The biggest of them steal a floating mattress and reach a foreign island while the others turn into bread. He gets imprisoned with a mad man and throws him on the ground.

I see my old professor through the window approaching our country house. I unlock the door and urge upstairs to wake up my curator. He nonetheless wants to sleep longer. I will have to improvise something by myself.

I am in the apartment getting ready to go swimming. I wear my girlfriend’s ring for the occasion. As I make up my mind and pull it out she suddenly gets home in complete confusion.

My sister and I are biking up a valley. I ask a man how to reach the highland and he tells me to keep on and then turn. There is a high bridge in front of me over the valley. It’s without a bike path. I look for my sister to cross it together but she felt asleep long behind.

At a dinner a black student announces that everyone owns him a considerable sum. A girl asks me to land her the money but I just have enough for myself. I anyway remember to have already paid him twice.

In a theatre some guys and girls dressing like ballet dancers are presenting themselves on stage. I am kept last with the group of Asians. They probably think that like them I don’t speak fluently. Against all expectations the first Asian gives a very fluent speech.

Out in a residential area my curator and I are discussing about a flight we are about to book. The teacher tells us to shut up and an innocent girl starts running around the staircases. They try to catch her and finally succeed by blocking her on each end of a corridor.

A friend went to a library to get me back the book I lent them. She informs me that it can’t be found and I start roller skating home. I think of catching a bus but it is too late. I keep on very fast downhill. At a traffic light I stop by going in a circle.

I reach home late in the night with two other girls. I ask the prettier one to stay over and she goes to sleep. The other one encourages me to go to her. I reach her in the dark and kiss her grabbing her tits. She gets on top of me and as we fuck her pussy starts bleeding.

I am in a hall just starting a tennis match when a dark street vendor walks by us and speaking fluently convinces my opponent to buy his exotic yet sober clothes. I then notice some t-shirts among his merchandise. I try one in front of a mirror. It is tight and very modern.

It’s a beautiful day and my grandfather and I walk around an ancient city. He is in a very good shape. We pass in front of an abandoned shop that was once his. He should also have an apartment and we ask a guy where to go. He takes some beautiful photos of us by the canal.

A waiter gets us into a fancy restaurant. We have to go through a narrow passage to end up in the main room. The ceiling is very low. My uncle and aunt are also dining there. He suggests us some dishes from the menu. It is all very expensive but we anyway go for it.

On a bus a spirited girl wishes to reveal her love to a guy. She flies on top of an industrial chimney that blows gas in her mouth as the guy’s kiss. He appears and realizing the altitude they both fall over a field of muesli. He gets her to land where there is more dry fruit.

Some of us students are seating on the shadow side of a courtyard. On the sunny side are some Eastern Europeans students. We have an exchange and a muscle guy and girl start wrestling in front of me. I also get involved and pray them to let me out.

I walk in a museum with my students. The floor is covered with sculpted figures. I walk over them in indignation for the resources wasted to move them. As we get to other rooms the works becomes lighter until it’s just a film that everyone applauds. The artist is with us.


